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§0 BAM Jll If keep her figure looking F—AA
'T /IJlj| Lffll T/ lovely,” says Brenda Mar-l/|#i/I AA Sal /f#4 shall! famous screen star.
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Kll/Vr l/ll(/VVr the way nature intended me .'-^H^BBB^V
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wonderful way to reduce.”

Brenda Marshall
How to Lose Weight and Look Lovelier ¥

Now! Reduce —and look lovelier containing health-giving vitamins * B
whileyou are doing it!Lose weight and minerals. Itacts by reducing j*
tAe twjyNature intended you to! your desire for those extra fatten-
A quick, natural way with no risk ing calories .. . works almost like
to health. Ifyou follow the Ayds magic. Easily and naturally you
Plan you should feel healthier, should begin to look slimmer, Aa JjA
look better while reducing—and more beautiful day by day, when MBBBkj&j^^B
have a lovelier figure! you follow the Ayds plan.

This is because the Ayds way Women all over America now
to reduce is a natural way. When have lovelier figures with the help
you take Ayds before meals, as of Ayds. Users report losses up to
directed, you can eat what you 10 pounds with the very first box.
want... all you want. Ayds con- In fact, you lose weight with the
Cains no harmful drugs. It calls first box ($2.98) or your money
for no strenuous diet ... no mas- back. Get Ayds from your drug- H
sage ... no exercise. gist or department

Ayds is a spe- store, a fullmonth’s

The Loveliest Women in the World take AYDS
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_ a pie over 35. It's Serutan —based on natures
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( J MWWU MUMV MMOMUUIIIWB >. v \ Serutan contains no chemical drugs—no
U* • -*S m • _ _ • I u \ salts —no irritating roughage. Its gentle
v -</ ¦¦aaaaaaaH lUMMWAN - "push” differs completely from violent-ViaDvr liNiCmOn w j m wonderfu.-
((L \j-\y~~yr> ¦ VT - Try Serutan today— 6 »u. -Ms- .
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and get double your
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Z. B.T Baby Powder with Olive •W'heaukeaesJsrtavrl J
Oil soothes like powder, protects mm mma m. [
like oil! Gives your baby’s plEHli 1 I//
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delicate skin a silky-smooth film of
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, **\moisture-proof protection that P'«w»fc*- Mra rt Don’t Be FATI

last* and last*. Resists irritating 7l>pp I Take Rn X. Tablets before

acid-moisture of wet diapers and cmILI Hip J Jw v meah to help you curb your appe-
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—1 *• H L W rue for urtneeded fnod». Between

perspiration. Guards against Pv| Btfrl IK|| meal*, kd x Tablet* help you

painful chafing, prickly heat, «»» .M UH &ZSZJZ
urine scald and diaper rash. Helps Redmina he..imomim piraum

f D~s kaap akin dry e».n during lon*
‘UWQQ-n liWl‘ teUd “T,

t .l niaht hours. For baby’s comfort, **hfOt/Vr «.. / take off weight, ask him abiut the
l _ •-N . TD q, . .a . /- .* w/ / wonderful new R.O.X. Tablets

, always use Z. B.T. after bathing, LjF' and Reducing Pbn R ° x Tab
and at every diaper change. !«¦<' contain »« bjrmi»l dn,x<

f |jf The S<alec Show You. You
/ . \ j. 2 JM KJ7 igl. cio want to lose weight, don t
/ \ , V Mak* This Tail you? Then buy a package of

Smooth Z.B.T. Boby Powder ¦ 11 follow the RD X.
) ; on your hand Then sprinkle j Mh »L| Reducing Plan.

J with water Note how .''N Al YmlomWeight
water rolls off! 2.8. T. .v. ott 11
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) extra protection I e&f*? n StOHMKM UpSttf Sedagel ruts Taster,

l 4. I \ S, V ATJ Does not contain Istli loafer than anything else. Sedagel
l y \ Vk t tine stearate v.””// "sponges up” burning acid, then it spreads

\ 3 USKD BY OVER 1700 HOSPITALS ¦ ».i.ng over stomach and intestinal wallsv that soothes and (rroteett. Get Sedagel today!
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"Easy there!" An inch-by-inch clothespole journey begins.

Skyscraper Clothespoles
Can Be Quite a Problem
rHE easy way to install a clothespole Is to dig a hole and

Istick in a piece of wood of whatever height and thickness Is
required. The hard way is to put up a 57-foot spruce pole in a
back yard that can only be reached by passing the pole through
somebody’s home. Jobs of this kind occur in congested city
areas where, years ago, apartment buildings were built wall to
wall. In some whole square blocks in New York there's not
even an alley-way through which the pole can be carried to the
rear. Also, the apartments go up five or six floors, and the pole

has to be tall enough so the housewife on the top floor can have
a window-level pulley cord arrangement for hanging out the
laundry.
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"Hold hard!" It's a narrow squeak through this section.
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"Almost out!" There's only 40 more feet to come through.
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